
 

 

 

 

Abstract - The issue of automatic learning of the morphology 

of natural language is an important topic in computational 

linguistics. This owes to the fact that morphology is 

foundational to the study of linguistics. In addition, the 

emerging information society demands the application of 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to 

languages in ways that demand human-like analysis of 

language and this depends to a large extent on the ability to 

undertake computational analysis of morphology. Even though 

rule-based and supervised learning approaches to the modeling 

of morphology have been found to be productive, they have 

also been discovered to be costly, cumbersome and sucseptible 

to human errors.  Contrarily, unsupervised learning methods 

do not require the expensive human intervention but as in 

everything statistical, they demand large volumes of linguistic 

data. This poses a challenge to resource scarce languages such 

as Igbo. Furthermore, being a highly agglutinative language, 

Igbo features certain morphological processes that may not be 

easily accommodated by most of the frequency-driven 

unsupervised learning models available. this paper takes a 

critical look at some of the identified challenges of inducing 

Igbo morphology as a first step in devising methods by which 

they can be addressed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Computational approaches to the modelling of 

morphology can take either of two approaches; rule-based or 

statistical approaches. The Rule-based approach is well 

suited for resource-scarce languages [9] such as Igbo. Apart 

from the high cost associated with rule-based methods in 

terms of data annotation and manual coding, it requires a 

fore knowledge of the morphological rules of the target 

language as produced by linguists and is therefore 

susceptible to human errors. In addition, rule-based 

approach is not scalable.  

Recent trends in computational learning of morphology 

favour statistical methods of language modelling because of 

the low cost of building such language models. A learning 

process is successful in the event that ‘learners are exposed 

to a rich input of the target language’ [13]. This concept 

forms the basis of statistical learning methods like the 

Unsupervised Learning Method (ULM).  
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ULMs require large volumes of linguistic data; a scarce 

commodity for resource-scarce languages such as Igbo. 

This method does not require a fore knowledge of the 

morphological rules of the target language as the system can 

learn from the many examples embedded in the large data 

available in its environment.  

ULM mimics the passive way a child learns a first 

language.  They are less cumbersome to implement because 

the high cost of annotation and manual coding are excluded. 

These circumstances do not augur well for the 

computational modelling of Igbo, the major challenge being 

scarcity of Igbo linguistic data such as annotated and tone-

marked Igbo corpus in computer readable form. Although 

this situation doesn’t present a major challenge to rule-based 

models (RBM), it poses serious challenges in ULMs.  

Most unsupervised learning algorithms for morphology 

induction are primarily hinged on natural language 

behaviour. Some of the basic behaviour of language include 

arbitrary segment occurrence and frequent segment 

occurrence. The fact that unsupervised learning algorithms 

based on natural language behaviour makes the ULM 

approach a viable option for morphological induction 

because such models are scalable to other languages. 

However, we observe that existing ULMs are not suitable 

for Igbo language. Although some of these models work 

well for Igbo inflected words, the models are not able to 

cater for some other words which are mostly derived words 

from reduplication, circumfixation, compounding and 

interfixation processes in Igbo. In addition, because Igbo is 

highly agglutinative, capable of having as high as four 

cascades of affixes, this nature poses a challenge for the 

identification of all affixes. Given these situations therefore, 

there is a need to device novel unsupervised methods that 

take into cognizance, the resource scarcity of Igbo as well as 

the other peculiar characteristics of the Igbo morphology. 

 

II. PREVIOUS LITERATURE 

 

Unsupervised learning models of morphology are usually 

based on common behaviours of natural language. The 

expectation is that such models would suit most of the 

world’s languages especially languages with concatenative 

morphology and a low average number of morpheme per 

word.  However, the underlying heuristics used for many of 

the popular models may not be able to properly cater for 

some morphological process in certain languages. These 

models were developed based on languages such as English 

in which orthographic inconsistencies necessitate 

adjustments in the heuristics used.  Such adjustments may 

not be necessary for Igbo because of the high level of 

regularity in its orthography.   
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In the early 80s, [19] described the Finnish morphology 

using the two level rule.  The success of this approach was 

very remarkable and the two level (twol) formalism since 

then has been used in describing RBMs for various 

languages. Likewise [6], [24], [22], [12] and [20] have 

described morphological models for Catalan, German, 

Persia, Sanskrit and Syriac languages respectively. In 2002, 

[7] proposed the use of Finite State Automata (FSA) in the 

modelling of morphology. This is based on the fact that 

natural language can be represented as Regular Expressions 

(RE) and REs can be conveniently represented as FSA. 

They introduced a Xerox Finite State based Tool (XFST), 

developed at Xerox lab for the computational modelling of 

languages employing the rule-based approach. Ever since, 

many studies have applied finite state techniques to the 

modelling of morphology. [23] and [5] described aspects of 

Setswana verbs and Igbo verbs respectively using XFST. 

Although these studies recorded success, the common 

denominator is that the manual annotation and the coding 

process is laborious and time consuming. According to [8], 

it took an average of 3000hrs to manually label and code the 

Zulu morphological analyzer. 

Unsupervised learning approach is a more recent 

approach to morphological modelling. [25] employed a 

direct approach to the unsupervised learning of morphology 

by identifying highly productive paradigms by examining 

morphologically rich subsets of the input lexicon. 

[16] based the extraction of morpheme boundaries on  the 

Arbitrary Character Assumption (ACA) and Frequent Flyer 

Assumption (FFA).  The idea is that words are normally 

arbitrarily occurring segments. However, some segments 

occur rather more frequently than others. These frequently 

occurring segments, which have same length with the 

arbitrarily occurring segments are therefore hypothesised to 

be affixes. This is typical of the behaviour of affixes, 

although there could be outliers, and these were duly catered 

for in the study. 

[15] employed the Minimum Description Length (MDL), 

as basis for identifying correct morpheme boundaries. 

Having bootstrapped the morpheme boundary identification 

problem with the successor frequency heuristic proposed by 

[17] the morphology which gives the least minimum 

description length is then regarded as the best morphology 

of a corpus. 

The above are only representative of the general 

approaches to the unsupervised learning of morphology  

 

A. Background on Igbo Language 

Igbo is a tonal language spoken mainly in the South-

eastern part of Nigeria by an approximate of thirty million 

speakers. Igbo belongs to the Niger-Congo language family; 

having two tones and a down step that give different 

meanings to similarly spelt words. Many dialects of Igbo 

exist but Standard Igbo is widely spoken and understood, 

and as well generally accepted among Igbo speakers. Igbo 

has thirty six alphabets, including eight vowels which are 

grouped into two and nine diagraphs. 

Igbo language features a wide variety of highly 

productive concatenative and non-concatenative 

morphological processes. Cascaded affixation is a common 

occurrence in Igbo morphology owing to the agglutinative 

nature of the language and it is also highly productive in the 

language.  

Igbo is highly agglutinative and exhibits verbal 

inflections. Furthermore, [26] reported that Igbo verbs also 

inflect for aspect, which includes progressive, perfective, 

durative and inchoative which are realized via prefixation 

and suffixation. Plurals in Igbo are marked with the plural 

markers unu, ndị and umu. 

Most Igbo morphological processes can be generalized as 

affixation. Affixation is a morphological process that entails 

the concatenation of a root word and an affix [1], where an 

affix is a lexical component that yields either the inflected or 

derived form of the word it is concatenated to. 

 

III. THE PROBLEM 

 

As earlier stated, the cost of rule-based morphology 

models is very high in terms of data annotation cost and the 

time involved. In addition, RBMs are subject to human 

error. Unsupervised learning methods automatically learn 

the morphology of a language without prior knowledge of 

the morphological rules thereby excluding any human 

intervention. However, the demand of this approach is 

unattainable for resource scarce languages like Igbo. ULMs 

require many examples to learn from. These examples are 

offered by the very large amounts of linguistic data of the 

target language. Igbo at present has very sparse linguistic 

data available for computational studies. 

Igbo is a highly agglutinative language. Simple 

affixations may be discovered by known approaches to 

unsupervised learning; however, these approaches may not 

work well for multiple affixations, which is prevalent in 

some Igbo morphological processes. In this vein, [9] stated 

that Linguistica; developed by [14, 15] based on the MDL 

approach will not work well for Bantu languages, of which 

Igbo is a member. An experiment on Linguistica using Igbo 

words proved that Linguistica like many existing 

unsupervised learning models do not sufficiently capture 

multiple affixes. 

Non-concatenative processes like reduplication and 

compounding which are derived morphological processes 

pose a challenge for existing unsupervised learning models. 

This is because the affixes or in words realized from these 

morphological processes may not occur as frequently in the 

corpus as the relevant threshold may demand. It is possible 

therefore that some relevant segments may record lone 

occurrence in the corpus and therefore many not be properly 

identified as valid morphemes. It is pertinent therefore to 

devise new methods that can cater for Igbo words that 

feature compounding and reduplication.  

Furthermore, a supposedly rare morphological behaviour 

occurs in Igbo. According to [11], only Igbo and Dghweɗe 

are languages known to exhibit interfixation, even though 

[4] identified similar morphological process in Yoruba. 

Interfixes may not feature frequently occurring segments 

and therefore may not be captured by these frequency-based 

morpheme boundary identification schemes.  This owes to 

the fact that typical Igbo interfixes are merely Igbo 

phonemes represented in writing as l, m, r, and so on, which 

stand between two copies of a stem. For example, ogologo, 

egwuregwu, anumanu. Figure 1 below represents six 
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affixation procedures that yield four Igbo morphological 

processes namely; nominalization, verbal inflections, 

circumfixation and reduplication. 

  

                            Affixation 

 

 

 

                  

   

      

  Pfx              Sfx         Interfx        Redup       Cmfix 

 

    stem          affix         different stem           

   

Figure 1 – Morphological realization processes in Igbo 

 

In figure 1 above, Pfx = prefixation, Sfx = suffixation, 

Interfx = interfixation, Redup = reduplication and Cmfix = 

circumfixation 

 

A. Some Igbo Morphological Processes 

1) Verbal Realizations: verbal realization processes 

include a. Imperatives – Stem + Suffix 

ga + a gaa (go) 

b. Infinitives – Prefix + Stem 

ị + ga  ịga (to ga) 

c. Past tense – Stem + r V (where V = last vowel of a 

monosyllabic verb or disyllabic verb) 

ga + r+ a  gara (went) 

d. Participle – Prefix + Imperative form + Suffix 

a + gaa + la  agaala (has gone) 

stem + Extensional suffix 

ga + wa  gawa (begin to go) 

ga + wa + zie  gawazie (begin to go now) 

ga + wa + zie + nụ  gawazienụ (go, for heaven’s sake!) 

ga + wa + kwa  gawakwa (proceed!) 

where wa, zie, nụ and kwa are extensional suffixes that 

extend the meaning of the verb. nụ presents a sense of 

pleading while kwa sounds a warning. As agglutinative as 

gawakwa is, it can still take a prefix a  and suffix la to 

realize the participle form of the word. This yields 

agawakwala meaning “has begun to go” in the literal sense. 

In all the highlighted processes above, vowel harmomy is 

taken into cognizance. 

 

 

2) Nominalization 

The key factor to realizing nominalizations in Igbo is the 

construct of the verbs in question. Generally, either any of 

these characters form the prefix during the nominalization 

process. According to [20] the prefi es include  ( a, e, i, ị, o, 

 , n, m), ( ,   ,  , ụ )]. Examples: 

  + ṅụ   ṅụ (joy) 

ù + re  ùre (rotteness) 

n + chekwube  nchekwube (hope) 

An important thing to point out here is that not all 

prefixes go with every stem all of the time. Verbal 

constructs and vowel harmony imposes a restriction on 

morpheme combinatory patterns here.  

3) Reduplication 

Igbo reduplications are achieved by duplicating the stem 

word. Hence we have words like kọịọị, ngwangwa, ikeike, 

gbùrùgbùrù and so on. 

4) Compounding 

Compounds are gotten from the coexistence of two stems, 

base forms  or morphemes as a single word. In general 

terms, a compound comprises two or more stems that come 

together to form a word, and according to [27] must not 

contain verbs with extensional or inflectional suffixes. Most 

Igbo names are products of compounding processes. Igbo 

compounds can be simple or complex. Examples are  

Stem + stem  

obi +  ma  obi ma (good heart) 

elu + igwe  eluigwe (heaven) 

 chi + nwe + ndụ  chinwendụ (God owns life). 

Igbo interfixation process has already been described 

above. The obvious challenge identified by this study is that 

existing ULMs is may not be able to capture the peculiarites 

of Igbo morphological processes as described above.  Most 

of these ULMs are based on frequency of occuring semants 

or characters which is a fundamental language behaviour. 

However, this behaviour may be restricted in Igbo 

morphology by concepts like vowel harmony, verbal 

constructs, and tones making it less likely to encounter 

affixes with a high frequency of occurrence, as is the case 

with most languages.  

 

IV. SOLUTION 

 

Frequent pattern mining (FPM) was first proposed by [3] 

in 1993 for market basket analysis for finding associations 

between different items in a customer’s shopping basket 

[18]. Since then, frequent pattern mining has been applied to 

some other domains of knowledge like indexing, web and 

stream data mining, and so on. However, to the knowledge 

of the authors, frequent pattern mining has not been applied 

to morphological induction. Frequent pattern mining has 

been applied in data mining to identify strong associations 

between item set and also for capturing underlying 

semantics in data [17]. The choice of adopting FPM for the 

unsupervised learning of morphology as a bootstrapping 

step is mainly based on the fact that existing unsupervised 

learning models do not cater for some of the productive 

morphological processes which are non-concatenative in 

nature.  

 

A.  Frequent Pattern Theory – Brief Introduction 

For the purposes of this study, we have chosen to identify 

frequent patterns instead of frequent segments in a wordlist. 

As earlier discussed, some Igbo words do not manifest 

frequent segments in their morphology. These include words 

that result from morphological processes like reduplication, 

circumfixation, and interfixation in Igbo. The segments of 

such introflected words is not repeted in the wordlist and so 

cannot be captured. This situation rules out the possibility of 

identifying such segments with existing frequency-based 

methods. Our approach proposes a representation of the 

words in a wordlist as a combination of Cs and Vs with 

number subscripts to identify unique letters, where C = 

consonant and V = vowel.  
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In other to achieve the above, a python algorithm was 

written to convert all the words in our Igbo corpus as a 

string of Cs and Vs. C0, C1, C2, etc is used to represent the 

first, second and third consonants respectively. Likewise V0, 

V1, V2 represents the first, second and third vowels 

respectively. See example in table 1 below. 

 

Table I – Igbo word pattern representation 
 

S/No Igbo Words Pattern Representation 

 oriri V0C0V1V0V1 

 egwuregwu V0C0V1 C1V2C0V1 

 chịk tachaa c0v0c1v1c2v2c0v2v2 

  gịga v0c0v1c0v2 

 akpamokwu v0c0v0c1v1c2v2 

 

 

With the word to pattern representation, pattern 

repetitions within a word are evident, regardless of the 

length of the word. These repetitions suggest the presence of 

certain morphological activity, and as such, would contain 

some morphological information. Such patterns occur more 

frequently in the corpus than some others. After the word 

patterns are generated, the patterns are then clustered based 

on similarity of the morphological process each pattern 

represents. Patterns within a cluster share some 

commonalities which could be a pattern segment. This 

pattern segment could be as short as a single character or as 

long as three or four characters. This method captures words 

realized from reduplication, interfixation and circumfixation 

morphological processes very well while inflected words 

appeared to have no regular pattern(s).  

 

V. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

 

This paper is an overview of an on-going study, 

highlighting the problems which the study seeks to solve 

and an introduction to a proposed solution to these 

problems. A major setback encountered in this study is the 

unavailability of computer readable Igbo text as well as a 

fully diacritized Igbo corpus. Based on the study’s 

preliminary findings on the Igbo language, we conclude that 

frequent pattern identification is a viable bootstrapping 

option for unsupervised learning of Bantu languages that 

share basic similarities in their morphology with Igbo for the 

morphological induction of some derived morphological 

processes like reduplication, interfixation and 

circumfixation. Our new method can aid existing 

unsupervised learning models to discover certain obscure 

morphological processes of the Igbo language which may 

not easily present themselves to the present popular 

schemes.   
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